Project three | fabric bunting

 Built-in Patterns
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 Direct Cut
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Bonny bunting
Whip up this pretty bunting in bursts of pastels and ditsy
prints to create the perfect decoration whatever the
occasion; or to simply add some colour to your home...

How to make

Materials
 250 x 120mm of various
patterned cotton fabrics x 4
 Desired length of ribbon or
lace edging
 White cotton
BUILT-IN PATTERNS:
Rounded pennant: BA-A114 - 125 x
170mm; scalloped pennant: BA-A136
- 140 x 160mm
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1 Select built-in patterns and resize as
per the instructions. Both pennants will
need to be rotated and duplicated to cut
four at a time. Place the first piece of fabric
securely onto the mat. Swap blade for pen
and draw on a seam allowance. Replace
blade and cut. Repeat for the other fabrics.
Repeat this process for the second pennant
shape. You should have 2 pennant shapes
in 4 fabrics which will create 8 reversible
bunting flags.
2 Place together 2 coordinating fabrics
in each pennant shape. This will give you
8 flags in total. Place them right sides
together and pin around the sides. Repeat
for each of the remaining seven pennants.

Top Tip
Add interest
by sewing
on pompom
fringing or
buttons

 optional accessories
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 editing functions
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3 Hand sew or use a sewing
machine all the way around the
flags leaving the top open. Snip the
seams and neaten.
4 Carefully turn out each flag and gently
press with an iron.
5 Cut a piece of ribbon to the desired
length and lay out each completed flag
across it at a distance of 127mm.
Fold over the ribbon to encase the raw
tops of your pennants.
6 Pin securely all the way along and using
a top stitch, neatly sew along the tops of
the bunting flags, to finish.
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